contactless sauce-o-mat
- INSTRUCTION SHEET

PRODUCT:
- Contactless Sauce-O-Mat unit
applicable with 2.5L, 5L, 6L Heinz
Tomato Ketchup and BBQ sauces.

1
Ensuring the unit is the correct way up
carefully remove the tape from the top of
the box and open.
Take out the instruction sheet and remove
packaging inserts from inside of the box.
Please recycle all packaging if possible.

4
Insert 4x rechargeable Duracell AA
batteries.
Reattach the battery cover by sliding
upwards until you hear a click.

CONTENT:
- 1x Unit
- 1x Roll of tubing 25m (85 tubes)
- 1x Pouch fitment

2
Remove the unit from the box by holding onto
the clear bag and pulling upwards. Use your
free hand to support the weight of the unit.
Contents of your Contactless SOM:
1x Unit, 1x roll of tubing, 1x pouch fitment

5
Cutting the tube –
Turn the unit 90 degrees so that you can
see the tube measurement guide. Using the
tubing provided with the unit, align against
the top of the diagram to the metal base
plate.

NOT INCLUDED:
- Sauce Pouch
- 4x AA Batteries

3
Installing batteries –
Unscrew the threaded fastener at the top of
the unit to remove the cover from the unit.
Remove the battery cover by gently pressing
and sliding down at the same time.

6
Using a set of sharp scissors, cut the tube to
size and re-measure to ensure it has been cut
to the correct length.
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7
Attach the tube to the end of the pouch
fitment by pushing the tube and twisting
in place.

10
Remove plastic cover by turning
anti-clockwise and pulling towards you.
Remove the yellow tub roller wheel
ensuring the raised edge is always facing
the unit.

8

9

Attaching the pouch fitment –
Using the sharp side of the pouch fitment
pierce into a Kraft Heinz pouch.

Lift the pouch carefully into the unit and
slot the pouch fitment into the locator.

11

12

Firmly press the tube around the yellow
roller wheel.

Ensure the tube remains in place and secure
with the clear plastic cover.

Gently squeeze the pouch to encourage
the sauce to flow through the pouch
fitment into the tube.

Push plastic cover back into position and
turn clockwise clicking back into place.
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13
Thread remaining part of the tube
through the dispensing hole.

16
Switch on your unit.
It is now ready to serve.
Your Contactless SOM can be wall
mounted by removing the back panel
counter stand metalwork.

14

15

Switch the unit on.
Place a ramekin into the serving area to
prime the product.
Switch the unit off.

Place housing over the metalwork
ensuring the magnets on the inside of
the housing cover the metal sides and
the on/off switch is accessible. Screw
the threaded fastener to secure the top
of the housing to the metalwork.

17

18

Cleaning your Contactless SOM –
switch off the unit. Use a damp
microfibre cloth to clean the housing
and metalwork.

Unscrew the threaded fastener and
remove the housing.
Disconnect the used tube from pouch
fitment.
Remove the used empty pouch.
Pull pouch fitment out of used pouch.
Dispose of pouch.
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19

20

Turn pump cover anti-clockwise and pull
towards yourself.
Remove old tube from the yellow roller
wheel and dispose.

Wipe all metalwork down using a damp
microfibre cloth.

Critical Defect - replace

21
Use hot soapy water to clean the pouch
fitment. Use clean water to rinse soap
suds.

Major Defect – replace if required
First usage
Missing or broken parts of the dispenser
package.
Wrong unit delivery (wrong colour of housing).
If unit doesn’t switch on.

During use (at least up to 6 months after
purchase)
Exposure of uncovered electric wires that
can lead to electric shocks or sparks.
Breakage of the pouch fitment.

During use (at least up to 6 months after
purchase)
Technical and electrical errors of the
dispenser that prevents or limits dispenser
from working.
Mechanical breakage of the inner parts of the
pump.
Wear of the pouch fitment that impacts the
connection with the pouch or tube resulting
in leakages or reduced performance of the
pump.

Minor Defect – replace part
First usage
Minor scratches on dispenser cover

During use (at least up to 6 months
after purchase)
Wear of the thumb screw preventing
the housing to be secured
Severe wear of the logo.
Severe wear of the black base plate.
Magnets become loose.

Contact information:
heinzfs@clementsretail.com
0800 57 57 55 or 0116 235 5000

